UNSOLICITED GIFT
human and you welcome the interruption; you are, in fact, frankly
delighted; you do not send back a cold enquiry: "is your message
really necessary ?" Heaven forgive us, you gossip.
Fourth and last (heavy breathing through the nostrils) the
uncouth twangle, nagging on the air, of the telephone bell shattering
the spell of silence when work is going well, when you have just
fallen asleep, when you are going out and are late already, when
you are upstairs, when you are downstairs— And it is a wrong
number, or a foolish acquaintance or somebody you barely know
who wants the address of somebody you don't know but they
think you do, or the shop to say re your enquiry they will not
have it in stock before next January if then (there's a war on).
Or the genus: "I just rang up, haven't heard from you for such
ages, wondered how you were ?"
My submission to the business-necessity sort of call extends
itself in a way that interests me psychologically, for it shows how
one's automatic response to noise of any sort is dictated by the
reason for such noise, and not only by its volume or nature.   It is
not imagination when I state that I can bear with equanimity, and
without my nerves behaving like a homicidal maniac dancing with
a temperamental gorilla on a floor of hot bricks, the noise of gunfire
during raids;   of convoys of tanks, trucks and Bren carriers
thundering along the highway;  of the war-time urgency of the
news bulletin for those who have to go off to work early;   of
workmen and builders hammering and shouting at their over-
time job of setting destruction to rights.   These* to me, represent
sound as opposed to noise. My attitude to the former is acquiescent
and then relaxed.   And this can only be because my subconscious .
self is logical and, without any assistance from the top self, can
recognize when disturbance is inevitable, constructive and useful,
and therefore sends up a message that in spite o£it I am to go on
working or sleeping, for this is part of die world~~going round,
and therefore I can let myself go with it and not widdershins.
And I not only accept, but truly enjoy natural and elemental
noise; wind and rain and thunder, weir and waterfall, however
near and however strong. I can relish as though it were a waterfall,
the noise of a big crowd gathered for some good-humoured occasion,
provided I am raised above it at; an open window with an exit
behind me; and this proviso is certainly not for any haughty
reasons, but fronouphysical panic of being stifled down there among
them, for I am not tall and not strong and have always been
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